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About This Content

Following on from releasing Horzine's D. Jeffrey Tamm in an earlier DLC pack, here is one of his key creations from Horzine's
Robotics Division: the Domestic Assistance Robot (DAR to its friends) (or "DARling" to Dr. Jeff, but that is another story...). A

little damaged, voice systems all shot up and squeaky, leaving a trail of sparks - but quite capable of taking out Zeds!

Key features:

Horzine's Domestic Assistant Robot (or DAR, duh...) is designed to help clean up around the home. But, as well as advanced
programming designed for cleaning teenager's bedrooms, "DARling" (as Dr. Tamm keeps referring to it) has somehow
downloaded an experimental top secret personality constructed by its creator. Meant for inclusion in his off-the-books Brenda
Companion Robot, it’s loaded with all kinds of odd human mating information that doesn’t blend well with the existing core
data. DAR now struggles to reconcile its desire to clean up freaks with an equally powerful need to go on a hot date with Dr.
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fun with friends. this game like a game pokemon in past. Game is pretty fun until you reach the second mission and there exists
a game breaking glitch where the website you are supposed to visite is forever down for maintenance. Someone complained to a
dev and he got mad.

Dude, you released a broken game and charged people for it, don't act like a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 You're
the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. This is such a cute and fun little game.
It's also somewhat challenging. I loved the music.
The 'extra game' is even more difficult, but still enjoyable as well.. It's a pretty good game , nice engine , nice mechanics not
sure it's for the kids nowadays tough.. Where is the Vampire Soundtrack???

Other than that, 10\/10 ;). Rogue State is a political simulator that puts you in charge of a fictional Middle Eastern nation. The
game has a good sense of humour, and while the gameplay is somewhat simplistic, it's also quite fun. Be aware though, that the
game has a tendency to ♥♥♥♥ you HARD when things start to go wrong. And mark my words, things WILL go wrong..
TETRIS WTH ADVENTURE !!!!!. The next review in my series of reviews on all the DLC this game has to offer. what I must
first say is that this DLC is very similiar to the Muskateer DLC until you reach the pet.

and this is why. you start with your hat. the hat for this DLC is not the best looking. but just like the other hats gives -30%
damage reduction. the only way I can see this hat having a use is if you are going for something with friends or just trying to
play the game with a bit or pirate style.

the same goes for the sword. when talking about the DLC weapons, this one really falls under others. it isn't quick enough to be
in a category with the daggers. and it isn't strong enough to fall into the category of the hammer. I found I never used this except
once when I was with a streamer and I said I was just going to be a pirate. hense how I explained before you will likely just use
this stuff for the cosplay aspect.

and now the pet. where this DLC gets it individuality. the pet parrot this pet is for surviving. giving more thirst and hunger
gauge to make you take longer before starvation or dehydration. and a scavenge bonus, to help find more items off zombies. and
of course the carry bonus as well as the zombie detection distance. and just like all the other DLC birds it takes a place right on
your survivors shoulder.

sorry if I haven't added much comedy into this. I just don't use the items and thus far have no funny situations to put in the
review.

I'd say I reccomend this just for collecting all the items purposes. and the occasinal uses. but beyond that the DLC will just go
uselessly into your private trunk.
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!COME BACK SENSIBLESOFT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
some great reveiws. wish id read em before my exited fingers clicked buybuybuy. love cannon fodder used to play it on amiga
(best -only- version) had the song wedged in my head for no less than 20 years n let it sit there, halarious memorys.. ..but now go
to your brother...and ....and oh BOLLO@\u00a3$ NOT AGAIN NOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! YOU LIEING
BA$T\u00a3&\u00a3$S!!!!!!!!!!! IAM GETTING REALLY SICK OF THESE GAMES BEING ADVERTISED AS CO OP N
MULTI WHEN ITS DOESNT F$$KING WORK!!!!!!!!!!!!! its 2worlds2 all over again.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRR! HELLO TRADING STANDARDS!?!?!?!????, It is not
availavble NONONNONONONO NOT! SOUND OFF MAGGOTS!
 i am now standing in a field with a close friend cf3 loaded and ready WE AAARE GOING TO HAVE A DAM CF3 FACE
OFF OH YEAH!!!!, LAPTOPS AT 10 PACES MOFOS!!!!!!!!!!!!!
FUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU....
BASICALLY THIS SEEMS LIKE UNISPIRING PROPERGANDER UNDER THE ROOSE OF REBELIOUS
ENTERTAINMENT.

  In memory of..
cf1
my laptop
prv stoo
my friends laptop
srg bilko
cf2. So, after having the developer respond to my earlier review I feel like I can now recommend this game whole heartedly.

My previous complaints were that the way the inventory system works can potentially leave you in a spot that makes it
impossible to progress. In short, whenever you use an item in your inventory that item is gone forever, even if you exit the game
and reload. As it turns out, there is a way to acquire more healing potions and other items necessary to progress, though the way
you do so, while allows you to avoid getting stuck forever, brings with it a whole host of lesser problems. Basically, there's a
"Quest Mode" in the main menu, which you can hop on over to at any time and fight a series of enemies which allows you to
grind for XP and healing items. The obvious problem with this is that it basically forces the player to exit the main game and
grind the items necessary to continue. And while I have nothing against grind, so long as it's optional and the player is allowed to
do it at their own volition, it is never a good idea to force the player into doing it. Because while there are people out there who
find the exercise fun (I being among them) there's a whole host of others who will find it very tedious and very tiring very fast.
To a lesser annoyance, this mechanic also forces you to exit the main game mode and play what basically amounts to a side
activity before you can continue, which breaks the flow of the game somewhat. The annoyance is lessened in this instance since
the loading screen are few and brief, and you'll be back in the main meat of the game relatively quick, but it's still there, and I
still can't help but feel this whole problem could be avoided simply by allowing items to respawn after you die in combat, or
reload your game.

Now this has been a lot of negativity so far, but I put it up front because these were serious problems which prevented me from
enjoying the game as fully as I'd like to, and the last thing I want to do is give the impression that this game is not worth your
time, because it absolutely is.

The combat mechanics are very well executed, similar to other turn-based games such as Final Fantasy, Dragon Quest, and Stick
of Truth. And like all good turn based RPG's you'll start off being able to get through by bashing your way through brute force,
but sooner or later you will have to adopt a strategy to go along with muscle, and you'll need to think through each of your
actions in order to succeed. It starts off simple enough but quickly becomes more complex and difficult as more characters are
introduced and new combat mechanics are thrown in. Turn based strategy nerds will find themselves right at home here, and
there's also a nice learning curb for newcomers as well.

What sets this game apart from its contemporaries, however, is the unique art style and overall aesthetic of game and story. It
literally feels like you're playing a comic book, which may sound like a concept which has been done before, but not like this.
Infamous was done in a comic book style, but it didn't feel like you were playing a comic book. TellTale games are done in
comic book styles, but they don't feel like you're playing a comic book. This, from beginning to end, feels like you're literally
playing a comic book. From the cartoony art style of the characters to the how the whole story is told using speech bubbles and
pop-up text, to how every cutscene and even gameplay sections are transitioned using comic book panels, every detail has been
fine tuned to give off this vibe colorful comic book goodness. The developer really should be applauded for how much thought
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went into every detail to make the game feel this way.

Story wise, Light Apprentice is your basic fantasy affair, though with some slight alterations to make things a little more
interesting. You play as Nate, a boy who's been trapped in time for a few hundred years, and is suddenly awakened in order to
save the world with his mystical power granted to him by the earth. Yes, I'd be lying if I said I didn't see the avatar similarities as
well. But where avatar was sort of Disneyfied in its storytelling Light Apprentice is a little darker, allowing you to choose
whether to kill or spare your opponents and even decide on some other moral choices throughout the plot. These moral choices
spice up the story, though they're not really as complex as we've seen in other games like The Walking Dead, nor are they played
around with like they were in Undertale. It's a good addition to the game, but not as well implemented as it could be.

Overall, I would absolutely recommend this game, especially if you're one for a good story and unique style this is a definite buy
for you, and I look forward to what the developer has in store for this game as well as their future endeavors.. My favorite war
strategy game. "First time you never forget" :P and Phase One was my first war strategy game i ever played, i think. I played Phase
One in my childhood and since then i want play and own Phase Two and Cold War. Im so glad this series exist on Steam ^^,. To be
stated from the start that I am not a fan of the movie tie-inns of this game, I have only seen the 1st one and I wasn't too pleased
with it, so this review will be based purely on my game experience without taking in account the movies.
 So I installed the first book of this game, I must say it's pretty interesting. I burned through it very quick, but it was highly
enjoyable.
  The visual style, the music, the atmosphere, the dialogue reminds me a lot of "The Banner Saga" (which I consider a big plus). The
dialogue does seem to allow you to take multiple choice and your decisions seem to influence the overall outcome of the game,
though I haven't explored all options to see how deep the ramifications of your decisions go ( did just 1 type of playthrough).
  The story seems pretty intriguing and well written, Im quite curious to see how the whole affair will end.
  The character development section is pretty solid and the combat system is very very interesting, the mechanics are quite fun, based
on the gear you have equipped you receive certain action cards that you use in combat to perform various actions ( attack, heal,
buff, debuff and mixes in between). The combat is turn based and does not require you to move, turn order is based on intiative
which shown on a bar in the top corner and it can be increased/decreased thus allowing you opportunities to take multiple turns in 1
round or to make your enemies take a turn once every 2 rounds.
So per short, a lot of combat options and play styles.Overall the combat is pretty balanced.
  The only potential downside is the length of the game(almost 1 hour for the first book and I did all the optional quests), though I
hope the other books will be a bit longer since the game is quite nice and I would like to see more of this.
  So in conclusion I warmly recommend the game to both movie fans and people that did not bother to see the films. If you enjoyed
banner saga and/or are a fan of tactical strategies with a bit of RPG management in the them I strongly recommended the game,
especially since the 1st episode is free and it allows you to make your own impression of the game.
  I for one will buy the season pass as soon as possible.. There's a blue print for a game if a lot more work had gone into it. As it
stands it's barely a collection of moving parts that fit together.. The game has really unintuitive controls. The levels are really boring
and one dimensional. Ran into multiple clipping issues. The car animations are really bad.. Great Game! I played this for about an
hour and a half until I beat it.

Good Things
-Really simple controls
-Very good price to quality comparison
-Great artwork and music

Critisisms
-A LOT of backtracking
-Can be confusing at times

Suggestions
-Add customizable controls (would love to use wasd as controls)
-Make it so that esc doesn't leave the game (Maybe use a "Do you want to quit" message)

Overall a great game! Good Job!
. This game is mostly just a series of HO scenes with cutscenes and very few puzzles inbetween. There's absolutely no need for
exploration and there are just a handful of cases where one has to use an item from the inventory to progress forward. As I said,
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95% of the game is HO scenes. The graphics are beautiful, the HO scenes are not overly junkpile-ish, they are actually enjoyable as
far as HO scenes can go. The music is okay too, one of the songs is quite good, the other one that I remember is somewhat
annoying.

Even though most of the game's developers are Japanese, the game seems to use the Japanese setting just as a decoration for the
adventure of the white heroine. One of the characters the bad guy is also depicted in a racist way with his "comical" lack of English
skills.

I'm not strongly recommending this game, just as a "meh okay".

Note: The Kiloclick achievement, which should unlock when 1000 hidden objects are found doesn't work for me. I completed the
game 4 times which contained 4 x 39 scenes x 12 items = 1404 hidden objects, but the achievement still didn't unlock. Apparently
other people have this issue too :/ I spent months of trying to solve this with utterly unhelpful support from both Square Enix and
Steam.. Looked good, buuut...

Game would not load at all. Checked discusion on hub. Tried patching game and all work arounds available on hub. No joy. Pity.
Do not purchase game until, if ever, the devs get it working.. This game can best be described as a zoo management simulator. You
build walkways for tourists, build enclosures, purchase the animals, then hire the staff to take care of them. You can also build
restrooms, food services, decorations, and other necessities for the park.

On one hand, the animals were cute and fun to take care of. On the other hand, I kept getting big frame rate drops despite the fact
that my PC exceeds the minimum requirements and even meets the recommended ones. This slow down ultimately made the game
unplayable once my park filled about half of the map. I think there might be a memory leak too, as most of the low FPS came after
about 30 minutes of playing. Others have mentioned this too.

This reason alone is why I can't really recommend the game. I loved buying and taking care of the animals, but the frame rate
drops were too much to deal with.
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